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MUSING»oo MUSE-I NG... MEWSING
A ,guide to what to read and how, in the world of frnz.

ty
5ohn Roles

LET’S START off with A - for ODRC'WA - This year’s biggest 
surprise. When i found that this was a large fanzine devoted to 
fanfiction primarily, I began with a heavy heart to wade through 
its 50 duplicated pages. I do not suffer fan fiction gladly and 
I was well forearmed with an armoury of searing epithets and in- 
veotiv^, I struggled through the first piece, that by G. Whiting 
and found it meh as I expected, a dull and quite commonplace 
piece of writing. I manfully faced "The 58th Variety" and here I 
sat up. This was a genuinely amusing piece of writing by Editor 
Pete Campbell himself. Note-taking forgotten I raced on avidly 
through the rest of the zine. Chuckling over the,amorous robots 
and Paul Enever’s excellent story "Tourist Trade". Even the ubi
quitous Sauccrana was good reading, I thought, and I am KOT a 
Saucer fan, at all. If this high standard can bo maintained, it. 
will become the best fan fiction fzn in the world - (I hear "Slant", 
and there’s nothing there ---- but 3. has become too self-conscious
anyhow.) All this and evened margins too. Keep it up Pete J - have 
but one criticism and that is avoid the worse Americanisms, such as 
"gonna" "ain’t”.

kAGAZJNE COLLECTOR No.2. April, 1953. C-.F. Clements follows 
up his first issue with commendable promptness, kiay oh is become 
a steady feature. His mag is only partially SF as yet though, as 
a large chunk is devoted tc old boys and other type of material. 
However you chaps can remedy that by rallying to the Eds support 
with your fanad?.

Wo should like to thank K.K.Smith of Washington, for his 
notice in Achronic Chronicles (No. 76!). I must clear up one 
point though and that is regarding the financial report which was 
printed in SD 4. This was not a statement of Space Diversion’s 
accounts, but that of the Society, which is a different kottlo of 
fish. We point this out in case anyone else was under a misappre
hension.

SC JENCE EICT ION NEWSLETTER, No. 28 Winter, 53, comes our way 
for the first^Ime. This fanzine has a small quantity of breezy, 
newsy stuff. The Story of Philadelphia fandom was a good docu
mentary article; most fans are interested in the pattern growths 
of ether fnnculturcs. As far as book reviews go, they are quite 
helpful in describing the content. But in this field no-one dees 
a better job than Editor (Ron Squires ?) of

SCIENCE FICTION ADVERTISER, for which I have nothing but 
praise, Why, even Ku it nor appenrf- in this issue -V.6.N.4, Jnn’53.



And there la a brilliant little gem of an exposee of Orson Welles’s 
famous pre-war War of the Worlds’ broadcast. Apparently it vias 
just a fortuitous circumstance which made this famous.

ST? TRENDS. No.11. Feb.,’53. This number is only fair and 
compared unfavourably with the high standard sot by the previous 
issues. Wes that the peak we just passed? The letter section 
seemed to overbalance an issue of only average fanstuff. These 
letters wore not of particular interest to my mind and ran much 
as our column used to...”.. .was good", . .stinks”, "I liked...” 
etc. We could publish reams of this, but we thought that as most 
of it was in the ”...was good” vein, we would omit those boresome 
eulogies. However, as Norman pointed out, popular demand seems 
to call for a letter section - so you get one, of sorts. Apart 
from the highly interesting information contained in the Editorial 
tour round Oak Ridge Atom Museum, Richard Elsberry had no compet
ition at all in £his issue. Covers:- Front, quite stirring - 
Epic? Bock, gay - Lyric? March - 1953, Ko.12. I think a cartoon 
on the cover of a moderately serious magazine is somewhat out of 
place. Surely the cover should reflect the nature of thefcontent. 
The zine is not a frivolous one on the whole. Lack of 
material of a controversial nature made this issue fan _____  
rather mediocre affair, even with my favourite__________________________ I
columnist giving forth only a disertation on the ^OT .
latest on 3D cinema.

SPACETIPgS. Double issue for Doc.’52 & Jan’53, arrived here 
31st Ider ch. TFia fzr. keeps improving with each issue, but with 
the double number this progress line cannot be traced. Taken as 
one issue it makes a very good impression - being two of many 
things: Editorials, American Correspondent’s Column, and sundry 
other short pieces. Thore was only one front cover though and 
nothing on the bacover. I’m pleased to see a fzn reviewing 
British pocket books. Glad too, to see that they are reviewed 
by an unbiased United Statesian. This deportment should be cult
ivated and perhaps expanded, made a bigger thing. The cover draw
ing, hekto-ed in three colours - was something of a new departure 
fir a fzn cover - depicting the Hindu Dance of Creation.

GEMTONES. Conglomerate Issue. This number is devoted almost 
srtirely to fanzine reviews, making a useful guide and reference 
list. Bacover Belcher advert made breezy reading.

SPACESHIP. No. 21, April ’53. Oh I say. A photo cover. But 
which is the editor? H.G.Wells: Time Traveller. Is this puro 
co5.ncider.ce? I beat Boggs by 6 months on this theme. See Space 
Diversions No.3. I mean to be unbiased when I say this but I do 
think that Bogg’s story of ’’The Time Machine” is j’-st a hit muzzy 
and the thread of Wells’s writings were rather hare to trace 
through the irelevoncics. More readable perhaps, than that version 
in 3D, but not so succinct I think. Roger Dard relates his and 
others’ sad tale of woo with regard to the position of US SF in 
Australia. And the trials and persecutions he has suffered at the 
bonds of the Customs. I did not believe such fanaticism could 
exist. I an not surprised C. Wells came bottom in your rating 
of the previous issue; his latest effort '''egether' seemed quite 
flat to me. He, Chappell and Cantin and ahare honours of First 
Three Frizwinners in the Paper Wasters’ Championship. But to 
Offset their trite tittle-tattle, Hirschorn, Mason and Browne 
rally to the cruse of constructive fanning. Good show] Subscrip
tions for this zinc arc obtainable via Ken Sinter, rt 2/- for 3 
issues. -3-



SCIENCE-FICTION PERSONALITIES

MY FIRST conscious memory of Science Fiction as such was a series 
of stories about Woon-Men which appeared in 1928 or thereabouts in 
’’Adventure” or ’’Wizard”. From then on I read such S.F. as camo to 
hand, or could be found. The best-remembered was ’’Scoops” No.l of 
Vol. 1 appearing on Feb 10th 1934. This copy is before me as I write, 
as are all the remaining issues, and seme of the stories will always 
be momorabla to mo. "Voice from the Void,” ’’Cataclysm," and other 
stories soemed to havo an appeal lacking in so much prosont-day S.F. 
Other stories, such as Conan Doylo’s ’’Poison Belt” linger in my mind. 
Howove/, ’’Scoops” is long defunct and this complete edition actually 
belongs to E.R.James, a cousin.

In those days I hunted libraries through for H.'.Wb11s's stories, 
though some of thorn wore stiff going and others seemed rather pedest
rian. Later, I found Olaf Stapledon. Many of his stories remain 
unbeatable. "Last and First Ken,” ’’Tho S tar make r, ” and othors havo 
such an imaginative breadth that they surpass any dozen copios of 
any S.F magazine published in this country or USA. But unfortunately 
his narrative stylo doos not attract these who were more accustomed 
tc minute paragraphs and endless(and often pointless) action. I 
remember, however, tho pleasure with which I received Olaf Stapledon’s 
most high and generous praise of the Ms. of my novel "Tomorrow Some
times Comos.” But now these mon are gene and wo must look to tho 
present and future.

The present trend of S.F. has several admirable traits and 
several that are deplorable. Unfortunately a writer can do very 
little to influence such tronds — the enus rests on editorial 
shoulders. If the editor docs not like what tho writer sends In,then 
ho dees not publish it. Accordingly the writer is usually committed 
to write, from time to time, stories which ho deduces the editor will 
like. Those are published. Tho others fill tho W.P.B. Hence the 
choice, in turn, is governed by what he supposes the readers want. 
Deplorable traits, in my view, includewomen dragged into stories 
for the sake of the feminine or romantic interest; pictures of tho * 
later undressed yet unfrozen in snace, etc; stories based on series of 
"clover” incidents which de- not really Intergrate. Admired traits 
aro:- real originality, fully reasoned and logical development, ;
scientific premises which will stand pondering upon, and lack of 
superficial emotion. (In a recent issue of a USA mag every hero was 
sc terrified that sweat was running down his body ---- in ono case
it squelched in his boots!)

It is so easy to be fantastic — and It can be interesting. 
’’The doorknob oponod an eye and blinked.” "Mars in no place for_ 
Earthmen, the wall whispered in the dead man’s oar....” Very well, 
very interesting — but all too often a mere trick to catch atten
tion, having no real place in a logically intorgratod story.
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I have found such things to be particularly disliked by intell
igent readers who have newly come to 3.F. to see what it is about. 
If they look for an explanation and find none, or search for a reason 
and find it absent, they arc inclined to dismiss S.F. like any adult 
dismisses a donkey who floats to the moon with a 2d balloon tied to 
him. This may be doing S.F. a disservice, accordingly. Readers of 
detective stories require a logical solution, feasible development. 
S.? should have no loss a standard.

These feelings, strong as they are, may have arisen from the 
large amount of work I do on electronic equipment; here, there is 
always a reason, though sometimes complex deduction is required to 
discover it. I should like to seo some of the oloctrcnic devices cf 
the future. At present, should the Editor see a mobile device come 
along the road, halt, survey him with an electronic eye, then with
draw, ho will know that one of my radio-controlled. models is on roc- 
onryiicsRnco. (Similar mechanical infiltrations into Ireland have boon 
prevented by tho maximum range of pocketable eqipment being only about 
eighty miles.)

My hobbios and interests seem .so numerous and confused that I 
can scarcely distinguish or list them. Photography, growing succu
lents (cacti), fishing, poetry, drawing? and other things. I have 
spent over four years on a pianoforte concerto which has now reached 
a vast length but still doos not express all I had in mind. I find 
that T have over five hundred stories and articles published In var
ious periodicals, plus ton books in whole or part (tho latter includ
ing two horribly ponderous encyclopaedias, cne listed to appear tn 
1954, anticipated price £5/5/-.) Before returning to S.F., I should 
mention r further hobby — tho writin? of stories exactly as I like 
them! (Most of these arc never sent to any editors or elsewhere.)

Authors I most like and remember include Ray Bradbury; stories 
I most dislike but still remombor include "Tho World of Null-A’.’ A 
lot of good shorts are still appearing, here and in tho USA, as read
ers will know. People’s tastes differ; the more variety tho better, 
I think. J

It is notable hew magazines soor to prosper or fail largely in 
accordance with tho rates they pay writers! A fow moments’ thought 
suggests why this is sc. if the magazine or publisher "A" only pays 
£1 a thousand words (shameful rate) for Copyright, and magazine or 
publisher ”B" pays 21/6d. a thousand words (equally shameful), then 
Immediately writers have noted this they will send"their Mas to "B" 
(especially if ho only buys 1st rights). This means that the stuff 
published by "A" consists almost wholly of ”B’s" leavings. Hence 

A is likely to lose thousands of readers for the sake of a few 
shillings. An a publisher who does not insist on taking Copyright 
(usually fciT no clear reason) will in general receive the best
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all that "King Soloman's Mines" brought its 
author;) Good stories arc frequently published again and again. It 
is not wise to roly on the generosity of the publisher ----  ho may not
I eel generous, but instead be eagor to make money from himself. (I 

a a publisher who shall bo nameless, in
which he refuses me permission to quote from one of my own stories, 
-opyright cf which I have sold to himI I hope writers who may be 
among the readers of 'Space Diversions" will never do anything they 
afterwards regret.

a sad£enin8 to recall the S.F. magazines which have appeared
ana fadea away; or which have failed to appear. Among the former 
let us remember Walter H. Gillings's "Fantasy”, which appeared at a 
,lmo wnon conditions were terrible difficult. Among the latter

S Project, the paper for which was apparently absorbed in 
^i£l - Let us hope* that "Now Worlds" end "Science-Fantasy” will 

continue unt11_tho Editorrs board tangles with the clips (no disres
pect meant, E.c.C.) as the ten-thousandth issue is prepared. Those 
deserve support. A lot cf the stories in them r.ro better than a lot 
oi the stories seem in a lot of the USA magazines.
_ . 5av? a dut?1 Ifc 13 t0 wrlt0 briefly to editors
saying which stories they like, and, perhaps, why. (Not lengthy 
screeds which require sifting, however.) If they do this, then 
eventually more and more stories of the typo which are most generally 
iiKea will appear, and more renders will be butter satisfied.
_____________ THE END.

( Poll results, contd. fruin page 13)
Here are the next In order,although point ratings are so lev/ as to 

.nake tr.em almost meaningless. Points thus /3/
THE BOOK OF PTATH /37/, 13.)WHAT MAD UNIVERSE/36/, and 

WO^LD^*/^?^^ FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN/32/ and ZH3 DARK
nS PROFESSION OF JOHNATHOZ? HOAG/31/, 18.)CASTLE
/30/R°wt^^ THS W110 C°ULD WORK MIRACLES
w tto : TO 3ARKUT,PALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER,RATS IN THE

0F MADNESS,TYPEWRITER IN THE SKY,LURKER kT THE THRES- 
^^AHTERjTHE WORLD BELOW,THE ENCHANTED WEEKEND, THE HURKL3 

™CHaBURN -SCASE OF THE FRIENDLY CORPSE, HAROLD- O’SHEA 
^d THE D3VIL WITH YOU J etc.,etc. Had enuff ? there’s 

another 399 to go,all with 17 points or less each tho1.
Sclence-Piction' Groff Conklin Anthology goes to Frank 

Farnell,23 Finchley Road,Ipswich,Suffolk,who scored 29 pts-,and D.H.Tudc,of 
n Hobart,Tasmania,Australia will have received a noacubt welcome parcel from KPS,his score being 26 noints.

n we"e also nade Ly: kewis Conway,Jim Mooney,Dave Gardner
George Whiting,Staff Wright,Race Mathews(Australia),John Roles,Ron Robert-* 
son(S.Africa)and Arthur Duell.

* * ♦ ♦ * * * $ *
c^nc}usi°n I would like tc say thanks fa? your support,and for 

those who don’t subscibc to SD a special booklet cf these tabulations is 
in course cf production,from the same stencils,plus some other stuff,which 
will ce free to all who entered. - • •■ - ■ —— -------— Limited to 100 copies,nearly90 are ear
marked zor this purpose,others go to these who ask firsthand enclose post- 

whole thing has been a lot of work,with apparently 
little to snow for it.However,! hope it has held your intercst,nnd may 
encourage।you to catch up on any of the "top ten" you may have missed up 
to now. I m quite satisfied,as I am sure that I have learned a lot-about 
items normally oeyond my scope in the S.F. field. Here’s to the next one I 
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((Sone of our readers are also editors of fanzines, we hope thot they 
find something to smile at in this slightly fictionalised account of 
publishing issue number Five of SD. Others of our readers don’t go to 
for such a hard hobby grind, we hope this points out that you can have 
soir.e fun regardless of the time,expense,and, very often, the hoartotocs 
that fall to our lot. So let us recap Space Diversions number five.))

"TAKES THBFE TO BOTCH A FANZINE'
by

* DAVE GARDNER.

I’VE SPUN A yarn at tho office that I’m taking the wife and kids 
over the water to New Brighton for the day. The sun is shining and 
well-wishes follow me down the steps. I hang round the .entrance until 
I think that my desk-bound colleagues have got tir o of walt'ng to see 
if it really is my wife I’m meeting. Two blondes v ;lk.up and as no 
welt-whistles sound from behind me I decide the way is clear. I follow 
the blendes up the road and regretfully leave them ,t the corner us I 
turn eft to meet John Roles. All this subterfuge 1. necessary because 
I daren’t let it leak out that - co-edit a fanzine: they don't mind me 
spending office hours writing for the premags but they’re bound to thtok 
I’m more than half-loopy if it leaks out that I also de something for 
nothing.

The work of the afternoon takes place at Norman’s office, he’s 
barred the doers so that no business callers can in’errupt the flow of 
blend and sweat that is yet to come. We rap on the ooor 13 times and 
yell,"Kull, a. Null /, sacred is the Bock of Don B. l<ay.’:

Now Norman knows that no sano person would stand and shout any
thing like that, so he slides back tho bolts and wo squeeze in. Tho 
office is below ground level and Liverpool being a grimy town tho 
wirdows are none to clean, maybo that’s why ho’3 go' tho gass firo 
turned on.full: you can’t soe tho sunlit sidewalks •rem hero. John 
and I puff end gasp and Norman evidently thinks wo’ro cadging cigar
ettes again. He hands thorn round. We weren’t but 70 take- a couple 
apiece to show thoro’s no hard feelings, and romovo our jackets. I 
romombor that I’d forgotten to wash above my wrists for the past two 
months, I pvt ry coat back on, quick, Tho firo is still or full but 
it’s so blessed hot that none of us can got rear on- ugh to turn it off. 
Wo epen tho window and shut it again. Somebody's bion dropping things 
through the grating, we don’t quite know what they aro and’tho smoll 
debars us from investigating* Dead ents nr maybe something worse. 
Could be tho stink that’s going to bo raised about ry comments in Boro 
and Thore cn swearing. Sooing that it hasn’t boon circulated yet I 
presume that Frank Milnes has gotten hold cf a time achlno from Stan 
so c instantly lose interest.

Tho Gostotnor duplicator is on tho far end of the long table that 
runs down one cf the walls. There’s also moisture r.inning down tho 
walls but wo know that tho Mersey has never flooded Nowan’s office ■ 
before and so it’s not very likely to do it this afternoon. ’’Right,” 
John says. ’’Let’s got to work.” Ho looks business-Like about the 
whole affair end I sigh as I realise that I’m not going to have such 
a restful time after all.



Norman unlocks the stool filing cabinet and starts to pile up the 
printed pages of NUMBER FIVE cn the ond of the table. Wo rush to got 
thorn spread out. Rush because the table is tipoing up and we don’t 
want to have to sort them all out off the floor.
~ W°Uid a11 roady.to start but for the ^t tho heading 
for the contents page didn't turn out as well as we hoped. We decide 
that we 11 have to do another one, with stencilled headings. John and 
1 sit back and watch Norman twist his tongue round his noso as he 
applies stylo to stencil. By the time he has finished we’ve smoked 
hair a packet of cigs we’d found in his locked drawer. He’s always 
locking things up when John and I visit him: it never doos any good, 
over. The stencil finally comes over to me and I slip it in the 
typor. I start pounding away because it’s already two o’clock and wo 
said we d start at one sharp. I uso up nearly all his bottle of Fil- 

yor&et to Put tkc picture titles on the page. I decide that 
-t doesn't really matter, fans aro intelligent enough to realise that 
the one on pago 19 illustrated Asimov's FOUNDATION, and the one on 
P^go 23 was TEE SHIP OF ISHTAR(okay, Don? Happy now?...He’s the art 
?3-tor you know, Jvo got to koep well in with him - ho’s got somo 
terrific nude studies that I want.)

Norman says he's got to strip tho duplicator first as it’s 
cirty and the ink won't flow properly. I tell him I’d strip anything, 
the word ’dirty’ having started me off it tnkos them all their time to 
get it into my head that we’ro here to produce a fanzine not to listen 

latest idea for a Sf story which deals with a nymphomaniac. I’m 
rathor disappointed in this lack of interest but I buck'up a bit when 
John manages to get tho inked silk wound round his nock. His nock is 
practically as black as my arms now so I take off my coat and say 
something about "Surprising where it all comos from." Meanwhile 
sticking two scraggy arms undor their oyos. They say yes, and maybo 
tho smell wasn’t from cutside. I can’t understand it", I had a bath 
when tho first issue of SD camo out and that was only...let ma soo... 
yes, about the time of the ’52 Loneon.

I tell him I’d strip anything.

They can see that I’m upset and so they start to laugh. "Nover 
mind, says John, planting an inky palm in the middle of my back.”It 
was just a Joko. Yes," says Norman, and manaces to squooze the 
tuho of black ink over my brown shoos, "Actually you don’t smell 
half as bad as some- of your stcrios."

We start working. I get the job of picking up the sheets and 
piling then into unstapled heaps. Whilst I do the work John and 

orman fill the stapling machine with those bont pieces of metal 
which wo are always hoping OTHER WORLDS will use Instead of that goo 
which doesn’t.

Thon Norman starts showing John how tho stapler works, he’s 
scared stiff of machines is John and we have to convince him that 
actually he’s handling a blaster which was time tracked through to us 
via PS. Hu says that he doesn’t believe us as PS always has its 
heroes using swords. Wo toll him that he’s crot a mental block and 
that anyone can seo that..................... ‘ “, . he’s holding a sword. That gets him down
and he makes a few wild slashes with it crying, "Death to all Weird 
Talo fen.” I wonder what would have happened if we’d told him it 
was a cover girl. Norman secs the lock in my eyes, rocogr.isos what 
it moans and hurridly tolls mo that the contents page is now dry and 
1 d better start addinc it to the copies I’ve already stacked. I 
have somo difficulty in doing this because I’ve counted cut the number 
of copies and it comes to 128. Have you over tried to tear up a piece

^8’—
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of pagor 10" x 8” into 128 pieces? It’s a bit bitty.
Hoy,Norm,’ I say. "How arc people expected to know what we’ve 

sot inside? This won’t toll them much.” I hold up a scrap of paper.
Hg calls me some very unpleasant nam.s and shows mo the pile of 

contents pages which he has left on the floor. How was I to knew he 
meant one full page to each copy? Some people expect wonders from un
paid help.

Ho rOMombors to ask me how many copies we have. I tell him.
Hell, he says, ”wo should have printed 150 just to cover tho 

Mailing list and a Tew spares.”
I show him that three of tho piles still have 22 sheets loft but 

all tho other piles aren't.
"Hurrah," cries John. "We've got a scarce issue at last!”
Yes, says Norman, looking a bit more cheerful. "V-e’ii bo able 

to charge 2/- for these instead of eno." «7o plan what we arc going tc 
do with all that extra money and then we remember that we have a price 
increase notice in this very issue and we can’t go against that. Cur 
faces drop and wo say good-bye to the three cars’and’complete files cf 
aSF we hud planned on picking up.

"Never mind," says Norman, seeing that he did the duplicating 
and the whole lack of copies reflects on him,”wo can ferget all about 
the folks who didn't send us a letter about number 4. That ought to 
give us some spares,"

John points out that those who didn’t write in wore subscribers 
and you couldn’t expect them to have any mere correspondence with us, 
not at 2$d a time.

console ourselvos with the knowledge that should any mug 
A'rite in for a copy of NUMBER 5 we cm always send back a terrific 
spiel about it being a complete sell-out and that we haven’t got a 
single copy left on hand. That ought to boost up the paid circulation 
a oit.,,we hope.

_ take stock of our position. Wo have an unstapled batch of SDs, 
a filled stapler, a packet of 100 unfolded front and back covers, a 
tube of glue, a pile of envelopes and stick-cn lablos, and somowhoro, 
ii were lucky - enough Irish stamps which ”’alt pinched from his local 
rest Office, to stick on said envelopes. Norman apportions out the 
work, r get the job cf folding tho covers to fit the contents. John 
has tc do the stapling, and Norman does absolutely nothing.

Says John, suddenly, "Fancy old Sam Mosseowtwltch doing the 
editor of a mag like SCIENCE FICTION*." Ho takes another bundle of 
loose pages, staples them, and places them on the pile to his right.

I carry on folding the covers. Norman told me to lay thorn out 
f&celi.e. printed side] down and fold, lengthways leaving an overlap 
of l/8th cf an inch at tho end; turn it round and do the same tho 
otherway. That then leaves a spine and a folded cover for the guts. 
I don't believe him when ho says that tho measurements must be correct, 
and I have no idea how big an eigth of an inch appears. There's a 
rule rn the desk, one of those things with little marks alone the 
edges. To hell with that, 1 think, I want to get home sometime tonite. 
I guess at the overlaps. I have done about half the covers when Norm 
stirs himself and comes across to see how I'm making out. T think I 
have done pretty well. Norman doesn't. I wouldn't like to print what 
ho said but it all iBpOa; down to the fact that tho spine instead cf 
being l/8th" it is new a Personally I don't seo why. ho is worried, 
wo can always pick cut the best copies for ourselves and friends. He 
doesn't think that vzay, he makes me pit them away for the big annish
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&nd start all over again. I wonder how I air. going to pass off being 
lato whon I eventually get hemo. 1 guess that I’ll have tc tell the 
wife that I’ve been working late again at the office. T^at one’s 
always good fcr a night out lato.

At last John has all the 128 copic-s stapled up and I have 129 
covers folded. I give the extra covor back to Neman and ho thanks 
ma profusely. Maybe I was wrong, maybe ho'is a nico guy. Ho tolls 
mo that he’s going to frame it, it’s tho first time that I've ever 
given him anything. I remind him of the one occasion when I couldn't 
get out of giving $im a fag. "'Did you really?” ho asks. "Of course I 
did, I tell him. ”1 got it out of your desk, you told me to*” Bo 
says that ho must pay me back, he doesn't want tc think that I'vo got 
a hold over him. I remind him that it was sc long a ~o that I should 
get interest on it. I should have k-'pt my big mouth closed. He forgets 
all about the smokes and says wo really must get some work done.

Hammer," he shouts. John takos un the chorus. "Hammer, hammer. 
We must have tho hammer." 7/hat Thor?"'I want to know.

They ignore ma. I fool squashed. I start to sulk and then I rub 
W eyes. I can’t beliovo what they soe, Korman opens a polished oak 
case and takes out a bundle. He unwraps the silks and satins and pro
duces a hammor. John gives him a tin of metal polish and he burnishes 
the head. Next ho sandpapers the shaft. I’m so flabbergasted that I 
forget to press fcr that cigarette. I open his drawer and help myself.

varofully, reverently, John and Norman lay out each stapled copy 
of NUMBER 5 and,proceed tc hammer hell out of them. I ask them what 
this is in aid cf. Norman looks at me as if I’m a moron. Ec tells mo 
I am. "V?e de this," ho says, in a superior tone, lotting mo know that 
he lives in Noctorum and n^t Liverpool, "in erdor that the littlo bui^ps 
in each staple do not show through when wg stick the covers in place. 
Soe?’1 Hu holds up one of the poor, boaton copies and I notice that it 
now has two deep depressions cn the spino odgo. I alsp note that the. 
staples are bashed flat. _I congratulate him. "It's nothing," he sajs.

I agree, silently, i suddenly start to laugh and they want to 
know what gives. I d'n't tell thorn. I want to make them jealous, maybe 
they’ll think I’vo just recalled an unrepeatable joke. I haven’t though. 
I can just visualise J.V. Campbell going round hitting each copy of 
aS? whilst 3.0. Smith gets ready with tho glue pct. Maybu that’s what 
all the- sticky business was about. Maybe Smith didn't run off with 
J.W's wife after all. Maybe he glued ths covers in place before J.?.’, 
had a chance to hammer the staples. I guess that must have boon about 

43 -’45 judging by the way tho staples stick through the covers.
Norman picks up the tube of glue and stats tracing two thin lines 

down each side of the interior spine of the covor. John and I drop 
each pile cf pages in place, fold tho covers and sit on them. »g give 
them five minutes and them pool then off cur trousers. We take a bunch 
cf 60 envelopes addressed to people wo can count on getting in a quick 
reply.(4 sc farl)

At last 'He stand by tho door, ready to post them on the way homo, 
it’s a wonder anyone would do it," says Norman. "Do what?" John and 

.. want to know. "3dit a magazine like Science Fictlon+," he says. 
"\ro'll forgive him," I say, "maybe ho doos it fcr fun: like wo bring 
out SB."

"Do we?" John and Norman chime.
"Do what?" "Bring it out fur fun," they muttor.
I load the way to the Post Office. It’s new dark. It’s also lata. 

I begin to think we're the mugs -- not tho subscribers.



futuristic plausibili Iy, Please ■
by

STAN NUTTALL

I EXPECT to be sat upon about this. Still, here goes.
It is my contention that whilst Science-Fiction has improved 

considerably over the past ten years, in one major field it has still 
a long way to go. That is in the way characters think and act. In 
the late ’thirties characters were more like cardboard figures who 
moved through a formula plot containing as much scientific mumbo- 
junho as possible. Due largely to the policy cf uSF’s editor, John 
W.Campbell, Jnr., this was greatly changed and.now, in the best 
stories, it is the impact of Science on Social behaviour that is 
important, not the science clone. So far, sc good. However, tho 
characters still react to any given situation in a strictly mid-20th 
century manner. This is quite ir. order while the action takc-s place 
in the near future, but I refuse to believe that people of the year 
what-have-you of the- Galactic Ern 7<ill behave ir. a like manner.

I don't,of course, mean matters of language; one has to accept 
the translation into terms wo understand. One has only to do a 
little historical research to see what I mean. I would guarantee 
that if I placed you oven in early Victorian times you would have 
difficulty in understanding quite a lot of what people did, why they 
did it, and their reactions to any given situation/ Go back to 
Elizabethan England one - provided you understood the language - you 
would be even worse off.

It is true, I ohir.k, to say we have broadened our minds 
considerably over the centuries and grown less intolerant - although 
we have a long way to go yet. Mores change even over sc little as 
twenty years. Even methods of love moving change. What swain goes 
on bended knee to his beloved these days? And Valentino looks a 
little silly now. Yet a majority of our authors place a typical 
20th century hero in the problematical future and have him? react to 
everything in a typical 2Cth century manner. Much as I enjoy Asimov’s 
’’Foundation11 series I’m afraid I could find his characters anywhere 
around me. I agree that it must be extremely difficult for nn author 
to try and imagine how people will react in the future - but at least 
he ought to try. After all, while I don’t think much of van Vogt as 
a litterateur ho docs try to give some of his characters a different 
outlook. Gosseyn surely is using the silent areas of the brain? And 
the idea of a Null A Society evolving is much better than a Galactic 
Empire run on 20th century lines.

Do I detect a similarity between Asimov’s Galactic Empire and the 
British Commonwealth, with Governor Generals representing the Emperor 
on each planet? -Transpose "Emperor" for "Queen11 and "planet" for 
"Dominion”. This is particularly noticeable in "Pebble in the Sky”. 
The Governor-General for Earth acts in just the stiff-unner lippad way 
one expects of British Governor-GeneraIs - which is vary’admirable,and, 
for all I know, the best way to run ? C-alcctic Empire - but I don’t 
think it is at all likely.

True, we tend to associate ourselves with characters wo arc rend
ing about>and too different r. thought process might be tedious, but I 
do think a little mere might be done in this direction.

Anyway, think about it. -12-



POLL RESULTS (Gonc/usi'on)
SECTION THREE — AUTHORS

From the point of view of statistics,this is probably the section 
which will appeal most of all.Any serious constructive fan has pretty 
definite preferences hereoThis is borne out on the point values,which 
show a more definite pattern than the ’story’ sections.
The top ten. Points

1.) A.E.VAN VOGT.......................“SIS
2.) ISAAC ASIMOV ...... 315
3.) R.HEINLEIN .......................... 297
4.) E.F.RUSSELL ...... 272
6.) R.BRADBURY .......................... 246
6.) A.C.CLARKE ...... 182
7.) L.SPRAGUE de CAMP. . . . 152
8.) T»STURGEON ......................  150
9.) E.E.SMITH ...... 142
10.) H.KUTTNER ...... 123

It seems we have at least two top ranking authors in Britain 1
A total of one hundred and nine authors were listed,others of popular 
appeal are: - Points Points
11.) J.W.CAMPBELL Jr. . . . 101 16.)POUL ANDERSON . . . .~72
12.; J.WILLIAMSON .... 84 17.)L»RON HUBBARD .... 63
13 J A.MERRITT . . . . 7B 18.)FREDRIC BROWN .... 58
14. CLIFFORD D.SIMAK ... 76 19. E.R.BURROUGHS . ... 50
15.) H.G. WELLS .... 73 20. )HAG CLEMENT .... 46

"Best S.F. Stories 195O”autog» Bleiler & Dikty,has been sent to Fred. 
L. Smith,613 Great Western Road,Glasgow W. 2.,whose preferences rated 
41 pts. Egoboo to John Roles(38)lna Shorrock(38),Brian Lewis(37),Eric 
Bentcliffe(37) ,John Gutteridge(36),H.P.Safidepson(34),D.S.Reeve(34) , 
Peter Jobling(33),Lewis Conway(33),Stan(moneybags)Nuttall(33),H.J. 
Campbell(33),Jim Mooncy(32),David Wood(32)and Walt Willis(ao).

Don Shackleton of New York gets something from Operation Fantast, 
with 36 ptSc(K.P.S. now offers an alternative to that stinkeroo ’Star 
of Ill Omen !) more ‘boo to Dale R.Smith(U.S.A.,33 pts.),C.S.Mustchin 
(Australia,32 pts.) and Nic Oosterbaan(Holland,32 pts.)

SECTION TWO - - FANTASY STORIES
This classification has taken longer to integrate than any of the 

other three. FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTY FOUR stories were listed,despite 
the fact that 15 entrants did not state any,and many others only the
first two or three..... and many were the rude comments J
Ths top ten Points Points
1.) THE SHIP OF ISHTAR . . 175 6.) SHE .... 65
2.) LEST DARKNESS FALL . . 109 7.; FEA1 .... 64

*3.) SINISTER BARRIER . . 98 8.) DARKER THAN YOU THINK. 50
4.) THE DREAMING .JEWELLS . 80 9.) SLAVES OF SLEEP . . . 47
5.) THE MOON POOL . . 66 10.) CREEP SHADOW’,CREEP . . 42

The most remarkable fact abovesis that’Sinister Barrier’ in third 
place,is,as you will remember,eighth position in the S.F. section.I won~ 
der how E.F.R. would classify it ? Kight make a good discussion point 1 

-13- (conceded on page 6)
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Frank Milnes.

I AM inclined to agree with Dave Gardner that far too ranch 
science-fiction bearing the "Modern Adult" label is in reality old 
fashioned, rather childish, pornography in ill fitting, futuristic 
dress♦

Sometimes, however, the story demands a more sexual treatment 
than the normal. ''The Lovers” (Dave's rave) had to be treated in 
this manner. Sex, in this instance, is « fundamental part of the 
plot but is not permitted to obtrude more than the story demands. 
As in some of Staplecon's works, notably "Odd John," sex is intro
duced as ono of the basic parts of the plot without producing what 
is commonly termed a "sexy f story. I hope Z never see anvthing 
entitled, "White Slaves of the Martian Depths."

It should never be forgotten that an author of any kind of 
fiction is primarily a story teller. He may also bo a stylist 
using beautifully constructed, perfectly rammatical prose, but he 
must, from the first word of the first chapter, to the end of the 
last page, bo able to tell a good tale and tell it well. A sin of 
syntax is forgiven more easily than an ill told talc.

Dave seems to have forgotten this first principle of fiction 
writers whon he sounds that strange, even paradoxical note about 
swearing. Science-fiction is growing up."ho trumpets. "Let there 
be some good old cuss words to prove it.

But - would a generous admixture of Dave’s recommended 
vocabulary prove anything but the author’s intellectual poverty? 
No matter how much an author makes his characters curse and 
blaspheme, their invective can never supercede good story-telling.

One of the many methods of character indentification is the use 
of a favourite phrase or type of speech. French, Gorman, Jewish or 
Chinese characters often have their own fictional idiom, and alliter
ative curaing is sometimes used in the same way. This device 
although rarely used by the better authors, is quite distinct from 
the mere use of explectives which are frequently inserted by fifth- 
rate writers under the mistaken impression that bad language and 
strong language are synonymous.

Strong,forceful speech need never include bad language, the 
more use of which tends to become boring in the extreme when repeated, 
but there is certainly room for somo good original invective to take 
the place of the current overworked werds and phrases which too often 
despoil the pages of so many science-fiction magazines.

One facet of the late Mr ♦Shakespeare*s genius was his amazing 
ability to allow his characters to curse effectively without exceeding 
the bouds of contemporary decency. Fortunately he is not alone. There 
are modern authors whose abilities include the use of effective invec
tive. Surely it is not toe much to hope for that some budding S-F 
author should fill this gap; perhaps even a fan, some follower of 
Ghu, the old Ghu (nnd what an old Ghu,) may fill this great need and 
provide nt last Adult Science-fiction.

-14-
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Received for review....

and Jackson, Ltd., 44 .''11136110: Street, London W.C.l.
^J^NPS IN THS SKY and PRELUDE TO SPACE by ARTHUR C. CLARKE.

I-J^NTS IN THE SKY : 190 pages and priced st 8s. 6d.
Cover anc interior illustrations by Gerard Quinn.

Thia cook is concerned with the oxnerfences of a teen-ager, 
named Roy Malcolm, from the tine he is ©Judged winner of the 
Aorld Airways contest with a prize- of a trip, all expenses paid, 
to any place in the world -- to the time when ho returns to Earth.

That final statement Is not os crazy as it may seem.
Roy Malcolm is space-conscious, his ambition is to visit the 
satellite Space Station, me under the Tycho Convention of 

2054, the Atlantic Federation members decided how far into son co 
Placet’s legal rights extended. Under the definition reached 

eno Inner Station is a port and parcel of Earth because it is 
thoU{^ Naturally, Roy’s claim to

visit the Station is based solely upon a legal question which 
v<QS?®r Mainly not expected to be called upon for such a reason 
as this and although the contest holders are loath to arrange the 

terms of the prize they have to permit and arrange 
his flight to, and stay on, the artificial satellite.

So much for how Roy Malcolm managed to get out there. The 
above took place in the first chanter, the ether eleven take place 
out in space.

This book may be slanted at the younger render but that is 
iea,dlne character is a boy. If you have any 

-oabts trap this book may be cull, juvenile, written down co fit 
the obvious market at which it is aimed let me reassure you by 
say^ng^that you will be pleasantly surprised upon reading it.’ 

is factual, as much as anything not yet attained can be 
factual. _t is scientifically possible, it is scientifically 
P*a^_olG, es one may expect from the typewriter ci the Chairman 

,p^tlsh ^^Pisnctary Society; and above all it is a 
book which welu prepares any reader, young or cld, for the 
dawning interplanetary era with its inhabited ISLANDS IX THE SKY.

U.S. Gardner.
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TO SFAC3: 1^0 pages and triced at 9s.6d. 
a over by Gerard Qu inn.

It is with a slight amount of hesitation that I approach a 
once-rea^ book. More often than not I discover that the initial 
®w^oction has been lost ana that a generally good book becomes 
mediocre, sparkling passages lose their lustre, and character
isation i3 not quite as refreshing as it was at first perusal.

That ig the general feeling, but occasionally - and only 
occasionally - do i find that there is an exception to tho 
general rule. The exception in this case wag nroviced with 
Prelude -o Space. I read it first in Galaxy Novela in 1951, 
- read it again this week and I discovered that it was ever 
better than I had at first thought.

I cannot praise tris book toe highly. To say that it is 
gooc is an understatement. It ia one book which must be 
purchased by everyone who has the slightest interest in future 
space flight. It is also the kind of book to pass on to a

0 scoffs at space flight, for once ho or she has read 
x I guarantee that never again will they slight science- 
ficticn S3 being fanciful, over-imaginative literature. 
■Naturally it is imaginative, but it is written with a depth of 
feeling That makes it appear a3 though the launching of
Prometheus is happening right here and now.

The plot is straight; it is one of the few excellent 
novels th ar. have not needed a murder, mystery, or a sexual 
undercurrent to maintain reader interest throughout.

rJh? PJ’inciP°1 character is an American official historian, 
one Dirk Alexson, but the locale (for a welcome change) is 
London and Australia. Three-quarters of the storv takes 
piece in and about London and at the offices of INTERPLANETARY 
Gt douthbank, the remaining quarter at Luna City and the five 
mile long launching rack in Australia.

It is Dirk Alton's task to set out for posterity his 
impressions of the staff of Interplanetary, and the stages that 
arc being covered prior to the actual launching of the ship. 
Ahrt happened, tho things he saw and the things he camo to 
realise about the men around him, his impression and his 
preliminary work can all go found in these pages.

The characters are almost unbelievably real, everyone of 
them has something to say and a part to play and regardless of 

simplicity of the plct there is no slackening off of 
interest anywhere along the line. It is a book which l’would 
-^ke to have written, and when you have rood it, as read it 
you must, I think that you too will envy Mr. Clarke his name 
on the title page and spine, 

launching of the first space ship bound for the moon, 
thav _s what Mr. Clarke has to tell. But’how very well be 
tells it. ‘

D.S. Gardner.
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HE, HOWEVER, was getting used to shocks by now. ’’..'hat do you 
mean,’’ he stammered. "You’ve been expecting me?”

"Since you turned the lens back to here we’ve been examining 
you. It’s two way you know; only cur method is more efficient,” 
the being replied from his superior height»

"More efficient?” queried Bunny.
Yes,’ said the figure, ”we examined your minds, too.”

"How about Roxanne?" asked Bunny, who'was getting worried about 
his real body.

’’She’ll be through in a moment, she’s trying hard And as ho 
spoke —shwwurip -- and there stood Roxanne.

Bunny admired his physique again. It looked good on her, he 
told himself, and then his train of though broke off as she piped. 
Help! Have we shrunk or is this bloke really that high?”

’I assure you, I am twenty of your feet, ‘said the giant. "by 
the way, ay name is Tregor.”

Who or what are you?" asked Bunny, who was begining to grow 
curious about this Greek-godlike figure.

Tregor motioned to some queer looking chairs. "Sit down,1’ he 
invited, "and I will explain/

They did as they were bid.
Tregor composed himself and began, ’’Many centuries ago, this 

planet was something like your fertile Earth. Then the series of 
disastrous wars began which were to lay waste the land with atomic 
warfare, and that most terrible of all weapons — the Super-Ray. 
However, mere of that later. A group of scientists and thinkers, 
seeing the total annihilation of our race imminent, collected 
together the most desirable of our population and took them to 
these caverns which honeycomb the crust of iters. They also -made 
sure that they would not be followed,by sealing the openings. They 
hud brought with then all that was best of our civilization, plus 
equipment and the technical knowledge to further our progress. 
But, to avoid any unhappiness by desires for life on the surface, 
everyone was indcctrinod against such.feelings. Hence we have 
never bothered to contact your race, which has recently colonized 
Iters, even though we watch them and have learnt their languages 
end cultures.”

With a start Bunny thought that they couldn’t have got quite 
cack to their own time. The first Moonship had just been launched 
when he had been launched on this fantastic adventure. Tregor was 
still speaking, "That, more or less, is a brief summary of our 
history, and now to you. As I have remarked, we knew your history 
and unlike the majority of your race we would like to help you. 
?irst of all, we’ll transpose your mines so that you can inhabit 
your own bodies.” n \/

STAN NUTTALL
-18-



Bunny and Roxanne jumped at this. "You mean now?"squeaked Bumy. 
« ' skilled Tregor. "A simple process. If you will follow

ne.' They followed him from the cavern down a passage into another 
cavern filled with huge machines and some attendants who seemed too 
busy to notice them.

”We get power from here," explained Tregor. "Watch that far 
machine for a moment.’

The machine ho pointed to filled the far end of the cavern and 
was a mass of tubes and dials. At the top were two rods like 
electrodes. As they watched, a blinding green-blue flash shot 
between the rods.

?A by-effect," sole Tregor, "of the Turvan-Guttron generator. 
But a magnetic fr.rce-ficld between the prexton rods and you can force 
the discharge out forty miles, destroying everything it touches.
The dreaded Super-Ray. Thus was a power for good turned to ill-use." 
he turned and they went through another passage and on to a plotform 
which rose to a higher level. They stepped into another passage 
loading to o cavern similar to the previous one.

How man people are there here?"naked Bunny. "And where are 
we now?

"There are four thousand people in the various caverns, most of 
which are an underground city. There is a restriction of the birth 
rate to that number to avoid over-population. There are other 
cities as well. This is the hospital part.”

He continued lending them into a further passage. As yet they 
had met no one else. As if anticipating Bunny’s question, Tregor 
spoke, This part isn&t used often and I don’t want too many 
inquisitive people around . In here." He broke off abruptly and 
led them through a door. Bunny and Roxanne were out of breath by 
this time, trying to keep up with their guide.

The ro^m was filled with huge beds and masses of equipment, 
hie down,' commanded Tregor, and they obediently jumped up 

on tn one of the bees and Tregor attached electrodes to their 
foreheads.

"Relax, ' he said. ’It won’t take more than an hour,and you’ll 
bo unconscious anyway.

Bunny relaxed and. watched the huge figure slip e switch. He 
felt suddenly tired, terrible tired.

^hen ho woke up the first thing ho saw was the shapely bosom 
of Roxanne by his head. At first it id not sink in and when he 
finally realised he w^s back in his own body once more he was 
overjoyed. When Roxanne awoke she too was so pleased that sho 
grabbed hold of him and huggod him. He liked that.

now, ' said Tregor, "to the next thing."

The next issue should see the last of tho Round Robin, 
should because next time it’s a long instalment to close it

Wc say 
off and 

we ere not too sure if we can spare oil the space st one go. We’ll 
n^t be sorry to see it end, r.lth- ugh it was comforting to think that 
we always had scmething on hand for the next issue, still we don’t 
ahink wo ’ll be running mother R-R so all you who disliked it can 
now breathe easier. But what tho devil are we going to use for the 
next issue but one....? Umm, that’s a good point. It rather looks 
as th ough somebody had better get busy on doing some hard writing.’
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fHE INNER PHILOSOPHY OF 
SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTIONS

ma^ impression that I took home from the Chicon, is that we in 
know what a convention is until we engage a hotel 

it. in London we have as much,and more,talent for an official pro- 
wh0^e America and the only thing that prevents our cons 

the4maa glorious affairs that the U.S. ones are,is the 
^ct t-hut we give up at 11 ?.M., when the convention should only be 
S1 don 1 that we 8h°uld have drunken orgies in
.. cl rooms, but that people who want to talk should have somewhere to

4 n Qd °f oeing restricted to odd moments between items on the 
oincial programme, or standing in a crowded bar.
• u LVJBuall?e the ideal set-up as something like- this. The Con. proper 
is held in a place like the Royal Eotel room,with a lobby outside where 
people can talk and nip in now and again to sec what's going on.

Tn is we have got.
But in addition we need to have a place nearby where neople can 

spend tee night in revelry,publishing sessions,or even sleeplThis is tte 
t ci thing conventions are for.The real reason people come to them is 

to get to know the people they’ve only known as names.
tha °PP°riuni^ies for this are there,as in the US,ycu findthat
the active fans virtually*ignore the official convention altogether,and 
buJ is Judged,not by the merits of the programs
out by how well the arrangements facilitated informal get-togethers>

At the ideal Convention,the pros and the- active fans,the core of 
bc accommodated in a small hotel where they can be 

+?n?rsl]?ith this arrangement ycu find that the convention
GCr\of organic unity wc know only in the closing se

ssions. It gathers momentum from day to day instead of,as with ours.being 
merely. a couple of desultory lecture sessions.

The sober Englishman"aspect is a myth;as is that of the US fan 
going absolutely mad . I saw no more drunkeness at the Chicon than at a 

Lonuon con, ^no helicopter beanies or water-pistols at all except at Lhe 
Masquerade sail, and no more wildness than you would expect nt a Con
vent icn several times bigger than anything we have had. 
.^rc.. exaggerated because they make interesting readinga 
fan? 518 mu.?*1 like ourselves,except that thoy are more "fannish"oHcrd 
to define, out I suppose I mean more enthusiastic, more 
individualistic, more croud of being fans than we arc.

the

These things
Generally, U.S

informs!, more 
easier to talk to and get along with than most of the people you meet 
at London,wnose knowledge of the vast loro and traditions "of fandom 
is limited to Operation Fantast and a couple of ether insular fanmags. 
aad ashamed of eeinr 'fans' and self-conscious
... “?}h ibi ted aoout it. Trouble is, we lack the conmcn cultural matrix 
tnat Jo fans share.Most US fans know feu? more about the history' of 
even o^r fandom than some of us If we get together more maybe we'll 
find we're a lot more fun •'

to eive the impression that US actifans tot all?/ ignore 
the official programme.They don't. When there is something they want to 
hear,they roll along in their dozens.What I do mean is that they are 
goosey-ihey regard the programme as something going on downstairs,which 

ox* leave aione as they like,a sort of running buffet.______ 
From original notes oy Walter Willis,first published by Clarke,Poles & 
Shorrock in 'Initiative Ino.'Nos^^A 3. * ’



RANDOM QUOTES
............ from ycur letters

((This new column lain a way a compromise,last ish we rashly stated 
no more letter columns in SD . We still haven’t enough paper to print 

them in toto,but to placate(f)those fen who wistfully(?) wrote demand- 
ing their fair share of egoboo,here you are. any comments ?))
”1 dislike editors who yell blue murder for more letters in one issue, 
and just as emphatically announce their decision to drop the letter 
section in the next.Not only that,it’s a wonder irve vrritten in at all 
with that kind of treatment going cn(my alter ego says It’s because 
of my insatiable egctism,but I think not.Why - when I see a letter by 
yours truly anywhere.I invariably utter ’did I write THAT?’ ” ((Okay 
John,we capitulate!)) JOHN GUTTERIDGE0*”SD / 4 was masterpiece of 
manual art and ingenuity,undoubtedly the biggest and best fanmag issue 
this country has ever produced.”TEE CARNELL •*”Many thanks indeed for 
that enormous wad titled SD. I’ve been reading in the papers about the
English Complaint” and how we’re all tired,woebegone and dropping 

dead for lack of adequate nourishment.Therefore I have a dark susplC" 
Ion that the Space Dive is nothing but a stf cover for black market 
machinations,with Bergey covers serving to hide large nlates of ham 
ana eggs to be fried at midnight.Or,alternatively,if you fellows are 
expending energy denied to your women a day will come when you will 
be called upon to pay with your heart’s blood.’’ "As for SD in general 

_ appears to me to have scared considerably,the illustrating being 
^_°^t as good as it is possible to get within the severe limitations 
of such printing technique.Having tried one such mag,with Les Johnson 
years ago, x know only too well the endless work and patience involve’— 
though I admit we increased our troubles by making letter- space counts 
through the whole issue,to produce level margins both sides of the pa® 

tactic youire billing to be taken away 
ln.w4Je coata ERIC RUSSELL (( Them’s our sentiments’1) 

=+!£ y™1'3 ® SFfanzine ???? If I hadn't seen - Fisher
HeS ?nd OTTS IK THE " rd "ever have guessed...,

J a SbOry a Uackgroufid on Ganymede some-
ry d probably print it..„. ROUND ROBIN'well as I've already 

“iS a WaSte °* TH0UGHT SPACE ™G. ’Fanlight?
"Vnn6,.?^^ Story were the beet things in the ish- "BRIAN LEWIS.** 
mvhear that SD 13 Bti11 as diverting as ever in 

aavontures of Bunny.One special word of
Io in“fop r » a prayer that J’0’-1 -'-i-l never be tempted to

contrantiors -™'™ag or else you’re more skilled with such
I CZ 0Ur pages "'ere le^le: all of SD's are.
and
1934 Gestetner ”66"n ♦♦ " t it HZ r Y2 a?e currently using a 
have verv little hone of 41 would risk a letter though I 
there ? a f bedjlg answered. I have wrote to many but
but I find the magazina0!^^ Ae°P1S a11 fiction like the magazines? 
works of J.F. Campbell I860 T you. had read the((what shall I say??)) $$$ 1 th 7 Uld agree wlth E.F.YARR'.

background on Ganymede some-
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FRANDOM QUOTES (Contd.)
HIsh 5 was the first copy of SD that I have seen,and I indeed 

enjoyed it thoroughly.” ’’Ifear I shall he unable to trade further, 
since my ’zine ALIEN is folding.” ” My acquaintance with England has 
beer, limited to old English movies on TV. Space Diversions indeed 
brightened my ideas of life in England. ” ”1 am going to publish an 
anthology of fan amateur fiction soon,and I wor.da? if you could con- 
tact editors in your district(from Willis to yourselves)and have them 
send at least three previously published (uncopyrighted) mss. to me. 
To be titlea'Scicnce Fiction Omnibus’ or’Science Fiction Fantlnology’ 
And yes,the mss. must be three or more chosen as the best yet publish
ed by the editors.”VIC WALDROP,Jr.(( Iley’ what docs the first parenthe
sis mean ? Interested in the Fanthology,Fete ?)) ♦♦ ’’Absolutely terr
ificJ that’s the only suitable description I can think of. In compar= * 
ision to the first three covers(which wore all the some) this one’s 
great. It’s the best cover on a fanzine I've ever seen,and well up , 
to pro standard.” PETER HAMILTON Jr.(( Each vol. to be the same,Peter, 
i.e. change every three issues....hope we don't get ’too promaggy’’)) 
♦•’’I’m sorry you are dropping the letter column.Usually it’s the only 
way I get any egoboo.” ” I envy the Liverpool boys their close ass
ociation. The only thing we have hero in the south is the White Horse 
and that is more an assemblage of separate cliques than a meeting 
place. Unless the one or two intimate friends you have happen to be 
there on the same night,you can sit and drink yourself stupid with
out saying a word to a soul. "PAUL ENEVER (( the South shall rise , 
and Paul,CAPITALS this time !))**”If you know of anyone else who wants 
fmz,refer them to me please.I started to collect them but fandom seems 
too damn weary even to sell you stuff, so I am clearing out my small 
accumulation.! shall merely keep contact via O.P. aid SD” "One of the 
late but unlamented VOID subscribers says the MAGAZINE COLLECTOR is 

a good idea and to prove it,he sent a 1/- for the next S issues. If 
half of fandom gave me half as much support,W.C. would start recket- 
ing.They won’t though,most of them ore science fiction spivs, want 
the Galaxy for nix.” Yours deVOIDly,GEORGE CLEMENTS.♦♦ ”SD5 also come 
recently,and I enjoyed it hugely. I don’t know whether I’ve mentioned 
that SD is fast becoming one of my favourite fan-mags,and it should 
shape up into one of the top group as you fellows pick up more material 
and experience.”BOB SILVERBERG (( Yes,we could certainly use some mat
erial right now,and we certainly are learning... . the hard way) )*♦’’! 
certainly will trade with you.I think I’ll be getting the best bargain 
I’ve ever had in a fanzine. A copy of -PENDULUM is dh its way to you.” 
’’I'm also aghast at the price of youysubcriptione.You must be losing 
money hand over foot,because SD is worth at least 25c,American.””The 
cover to the fourth issue vzas excellent.When you take the drawing *
apart and analyse it,it's really rather poor - - the hands are terr
ible as far as anatomy goes,and the drawing is quite simple in execut
ion, and the spaceship jet just a little out of perspective.Yet the bal
ance and design were so excellent and eys-cntching that altogether it 
is an excellent cover.’’BILL VENABLE *♦ ” It would appear that in the 
catacombs of Liverpool there are people not only with good ideas 
and perceptive selectivitybut with the ability and drive to put those 
ideas and that selectivity into a regular and permanent form. T,for 
one,salute you all.” BERT CAMPBELL*** 
(( After ghoul ishly draining this last ©uoeulent morsel of ’boo,! think 

it's time to finish quotin’ for this time. See you at THE CON.J ))
Norman.



DEPARTMENTDAVE GARDNER'S

HERE AND THERE this time is mostly concerned with HERE but 
I’m afraid that it can't be helped, if the news doesn't come in 

can’t print it end the length of the column drops from six 
pages to one or two. If you don't like n&T that's fair enough, 
but we have to give you value for your money even if it's only 
bulk value in number of pages. Mind you, I'm not complaining - 
not this time. In fact I'm rather pleased that there isn't much 
typing to be done here. Why? Because I've been as busy as tho 
devil with a one shot magazine titled A SYMPOSIUM OF SEX AND 
SADISM IN CURRENT SCIENCE-FICTION. It's big too, round about 
forty pages of* articles and illustrations and it's foolscap 
size . The linc-up runs like this: J.F» Burker i .JCampbell,E.C. Tubb 
John Christopher, Dave Gardner, Les Johnson, J.T.M'Intosh, Sam 
Mines, P.G. Rayer, and Ken Slater. Lt all started with the 
appearance in the April AUTHENTIC of an article by John 
Christopher and the contributions to SD's sister one shot deal 
with the views and opinions of those listed above. Personally, 
I think that it makes for quite good reading but then maybe I'm 
not qualified to say anything about that. The .price is one 
shilling and nine ponce (l/9d) and it will be on sale at tho 
LONGON. Don MacKey, our SD art editor has really surpassed 
himself on this issue and I can say without the slightest 
hesitation that every page of his is a perfect example of 
duplicated art work at its highest standard. It is e limited, 
numbered edition of 85 copies and each contributor and staff 
momor receives one free copy for their help and assistance.
That got rid of thirteen of them and then we decided that our 
country members and honorary members should each receive a free 
copy so that knocks another seven or eight off the grand total 
of 85. I think there will be a rush or. them, I hope there will 
bs a rush on them,so don't say you weren't warned if you aren't 
going to the Con and you want a copy you had bettor write in but 
quick.

Ted Carnoil tolls me that the latest NEW ’JORLDS and the first 
of his pocket-book novels were unfortunately delayed and that's 
why ycu didn't sou them cn the bookstalls nt tho end of April. 
He is hoping to have them out a day or so before the Con so at 
least ycu should have something to read on your way down thorc, 
and before ycu spend all your cash at the auction. If anybody 
can get the money out of your pockets it's Tec ubb and it's all 
done above-board too. -23-



Come the end of June or begining of July - hope tc ho spending 
n week at Doncaster on holiday, so if the Secretary of the Leeds 
S-F group likes to let me know what evening they hold their 
meeting on I’d like to pop up and see them at their HQ.

As you can seo, we hove brought back the letter column with 
this issue and if we keep on getting the letters in it will be 
a regular feature from now on. We get a lot of nice letters at 
the Space Dive and whilst we certainly appreciate them we know 
that we aren’t as good as you say we ore and a letter that pulls 
us tc pieces and offers constructive criticism will be more than 
welcome by our staff, because that is the only way in which we 
have a yardstick to correct ;ur mistakes and mnke'SD even better! 
And whilst I’m on the subject of letters I’d like to say that 1 
have an idea in mind of bringing out a follow-up magazine to our 
Sex and Sadism Symposium one shot sometime in the future. This 
time the magazine would consist entirely of letters from readers 
of the original meg, featuring 'heir ideas, likes and dislikes 
etc. The only way such a mag could be launched into print is for 
all those who purchase S&SS r.nd are sufficiently interested 
enough in the subject matter to write in to me at'63 Island Road, 
Liverpool, IS spying what they have to say. Lt all depends on 
the number of letters I receive, but if the number warrants it 
you’ll certainly sec the letterzine somet 1 mo in the future.

With the next issue of Space Diversions we ''tart off a new 
volume and we hope to have a new cover for it, This time,however, 
I don’t think that it will be a printed cover,the cost is too 
high even though the results are good. Don MacKay is working on 
it st the moment arid knowing him it should be good.

It seems that Mr. C>arke started something off when he sold 
his PREIiUDE 20 SPACE. It isn’t often that you get r. book length' 
ncvol dealing with project to get mankind into space, in fact 
I don’t think I had come across it in novel length before Clarke’s 
tale but Kornbluth and Leinster have both come up with wonderful 
talcs somewhat along the same lines but with a different writing 
approach. One is TAKE-OFF and is about the first space ship, the 
other is SPACE PLATFORM and deals with the first space station. 
I enjoyed them both and I think you will too Is it asking Ted 
Carnell too much to try and get them for his papcr-backoa novels 
series? I hope not - they nre far too good to be missed by either 
fans or the general reading public.

J.7. K’Intosh tells me that he hrs two offers already for 
his novelette, ONE IN THREE HUNDRED, which appeared in the Mag 
cf Fantasy and S-F and as he is writing or has written another 
two tales following it up at the request of Boucher it looks to 
me ns though it will eventually come cut as a full length novel.

I hope by next issue to have some red hot publishing news 
from up North for general roloase. It’s confidential at the 
moment but if all goes well there should .... nope, sorry, that’s 
what I’m not supposed to tell -- as yet.

The latest 3-F mag I have seen from Stateside, Universe S-F, 
is rather disappointing all round. The cost is 35/ and the pages 
are few. There’s on© story in it that will raise quite a bit of 
talk even if it only gets pulled to pieces!

That’s all for now, see you next issue,
-24- Dave.



(over)

CONTENTS LISTING FOR "SPACE DIVERSIONS" VOLUME NUMBER CTO
Cover by D. MacKay

Excluding miner fillers,advts.etc.,
No. 1, issue No.4

SUBJECT AUTHOR PAGES
Science Fiction Personalities 
An Introduction
The Glass Mountain
Elackcut
The Phenomena of s. F. Films
Rcund Robin Part IV
Science Fiction PGrsaellties
Cycle-elegy
Anights of Magic
Local Affairs
Society Balance sheet
Hero and There
Nullaybeeeoe
Comment
Lines from Letters
Index to Vol.l
Interior illustrations

J. T. M’ Intosh 
Stanley Nuttall 
D.MacKay 
David Gardner 
Stanley Nuttall 
Frank Mines 
Alan Hunter 
A. Vincent Clarke 
John Roles 
Tom Owens
Shorr o ck& Nut tall 
David Gardner 
John Roles 
John Roles 
Norman Shorrock 
David Gardner 
D. MacKay

3i
1
2
7
2
41
2
3
3
1n
3
2
4^ 

h

No. 2, issue No. 5
: : : ; ;

"•hiffling through
Science Fiction Personalities
Science Tit-Bits
An Exposure
An Explanation
Acid Tost
Fanlights
Round Rebin Part V.
1952-3 Poll Results, Part 1.
Local Affairs
Here and Thora
Interior illustrations

John Roles 
G. Quinn 
Lewis Conway 
D. MacKay 
David Gardner 
E. J. Campbell 
Ken Slater 
Lewis Conway 
Norman Shorrock 
Tom Owens 
David Gardner 
D. MacKay

3

2 
2
1

11 
3 
St 
1 
6 
41

-25-



Nc. 3, Issue No. 6

SUBJECT

Musing... Lus o-ing... l£ow s 1 ng.........  
Scionco Fiction Personalities 
Takes Three to Botch a Fandne 
Futuristic Plausibility, Please ! 
1952-3 Pell Results Part II 
By Ghu !
Book Reviews
Round Robin Part VI
Inner Philosophy of S. F. Conventions 
Random Quotes from your Letters 
Here and There
Index to Vol 2, etc.
Interior illustrations

•UTHOR PAGES

John Rolos 2,
F. G. Ray er 2^
Devid Gardner 4
Stanley Nuttall 1.
Norman Shorrock 1^-
Frank Milnes 1
Drvid Gardner 2
Stanley Nuttall 2
7illis/Shorrock 1
Norman Shorrock 2
David Gardner 2
Norman Shorrock 2
D. MacKay 3

This completes a year of publishing. 
Total No.of pages(inc.fillers) 184.

Comment. The first volume was indexed by Dave,and his analysis was 
that 4Sj pages cut of listed)wc-re contributed by ye ads. Vol. 
2 shows 71 out of 104s(Lis ted), or,70.4% to 67.9% approx.

This is a step in the right direction,but.................. rather a
small one don't you think? ’?□ should like to seo 75% of the con
tents from outside of Liverpool.

Once more an invitrticn,open to all,to see your article, 
s tory, column, dept., s tend lied artwork, or /. E. Y. inprint, 7c can't 
pay you for anything we accept,but although SD hasnft a colossal 
circulation,let us assure you that it really gets around,not only 
in G. B. either 1 and you will, of course,got at least one compliment? 
copy,containing your brainchild.

Closing datosT for SD7, June 20th; fcr SD8,August 22r.d.
v:q will take practically anything of general reader interest, 

appertaining tc 3. F. and/or Fhr.don.
Go to It I 'O1!! have ICO page issues if necessary ’.




